We propose an approach to Japanese predicate argument structure analysis exploiting argument position and type. In particular, we propose the following two methods. First, in order to use information in the sentences in preceding context of the predicate more effectively, we propose an improved similarity measure between argument positions which is more robust than a previous co-reference-based measure. Second, we propose a flexible selection-and-classification approach which accounts for the minor types of arguments. Experimental results show that our proposed method achieves state-ofthe-art accuracy for Japanese predicate argument structure analysis.
Introduction
The goal of predicate-argument structure analysis is to extract semantic relations such as "who did what to whom" that hold between a predicate and its arguments constituting a semantic unit of a sentence. It is an important step in many Natural Language Processing applications such as machine translation, summarization and information extraction.
Arguments are classified into three categories according to their positions relative to the predicates: intra-sentential arguments (those that have direct syntactic dependency with the predicates), zero intra-sentential arguments (those appearing as zero-pronouns but have their antecedents in the same sentence), and inter-sentential arguments (those appearing as zero-pronouns and their antecedents are not in the same sentence). We call them INTRA D, INTRA Z, and INTER respectively. Furthermore, we call these categories the argument types. While the analysis of INTRA D is comparatively easy, INTRA Z and INTER are more difficult. We consider that there are two reasons for this.
The first reason is the poverty of features for argument identification compared to INTRA D. While for INTRA D we have important clues such as the function word or directly dependency relation, we don't for INTRA Z and INTER.
The second reason is the limited amount of training examples. For example, in a Japanese newswire corpus, INTRA Z and INTER account for 30.5% and 12.4% of all the nominative (ga) cases, and 13.1% and 0.2% of all of the accusative (wo) cases (Iida et al., 2007) .
In this paper, in order to solve these problems we propose the following two methods exploiting argument position and type.
First, we propose an improved similarity measure between argument positions of two predicates that take semantically similar arguments. For example, someone possibly arrested can also surrender him/herself, that is, objects of "arrest" and subjects of "surrender (oneself)" are occupied by semantically similar nouns. Gerber and Chai (2010) proposed analysis of English nominal predicates with this similarity to take discourse context into account. However, the similarity measure they used has drawbacks: it requires a co-reference resolver and a large number of documents. We improve their similarity measure alleviating these drawbacks by using argument position. We detail previous work on capturing discourse context in Section 2, and our proposal in Section 3.1.
Second, we propose a selection-andclassification approach. In this approach, in order to compensate for the relative infrequency of examples of INTRA Z and INTER, we select a candidate argument for each argument type independently. After selecting candidates, we use classifiers to choose the correct argument type. This allows us to flexibly design features for each step and we can use pairwise features between the candidate arguments. We detail this in Section 3.2.
The experimental results demonstrated that our proposed method achieved the state-of-the-art of Japanese predicate argument structure analysis. (Nariyama, 2002) based on Centering Theory (Grosz et al., 1995) , which explains the structure of discourse and the transition of topics in order to capture discourse context. The list has the following four ordered slots.
TOPIC (marked by wa-particle)
We check whether each candidate corresponds to any slots from the beginning of a document. If the candidate corresponds to a slot, we (over)write the slot with the candidate. We repeat this until we reach the predicate to analyze. We use the ranks of candidates in the list as a feature. Iida et al. (2003) used a feature (CHAIN LENGTH) that stands for how often each candidate is used as an argument of predicates in preceding context. Imamura et al. (2009) used a similar binary feature (USED) that shows if each candidate is ever used as an argument of predicates or not. However, they did not investigate the effect of these features explicitly in their systems. Therefore we also investigate these in this paper.
Argument Frequency

Similarity between an Argument Position and a co-Reference Chain
In the study of implicit arguments 1 for English nominal predicates, Gerber and Chai (2010) used similarity features between an argument position and a co-reference chain, inspired by Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) , who proposed unsupervised learning of narrative event chains using pointwise mutual information (PMI) between syntactic positions. This method stands on the assumption 1 In short, this is equivalent to INTER.
that similar argument positions tend to have the arguments which belong to a common co-reference chain.
For instance, co-referring arguments at such argument positions like plead, ARG 0 , admit, ARG 0 , convict, ARG 1 , tend to take semantically similar nouns as the argument positions like sentence, ARG 1 , parole, ARG 1 .
They first automatically label a subset of the Gigaword corpus (Graff, 2003) with verbal and nominal semantic role labeling. They then identify co-references between arguments using a coreference resolver. They compute PMI as follows.
Suppose the resulting data has N co-referential pairs of argument positions and M of these pairs comprising E a = P a , A a , E b = P b , A b , and E c = P c , A c . P a , P b , and P c are predicates, and A a , A b , and A c are labels such as ARG 0 or ARG 1 .
M N With this similarity between argument positions, they defined scores between an argument position and a co-reference chain.
Predicate Argument Structure
Analysis Exploiting Argument Position and Type
Similarity between Argument Positions using Distribution Similarity
Suppose we want to identify the argument of (surrendered) in Example (1). The argument is an antecedent of zero-pronoun φ of the predicate.
(1) police wa-particle hanako wo-particle arrested Police arrested Hanako.
had surrendered that heard I heard that φ had surrendered.
With Salient Reference List for " (surrendered)", the rank of " (police)" is higher than that of " (Hanako)" and it is noisy information for analysis. We also cannot distinguish them with argument frequency information, because frequencies of both " (Hanako)" and " (police)" are 1. Though it is reasonable to use the similarity between an argument position and a co-reference chain, the similarity measure described in Section 2.3 has two problems.
One is the strong dependency on the accuracy of co-reference resolver system. In fact, the accuracy of Japanese co-reference resolvers is not accurate enough to create co-reference chains in good quality. 2 The other problem is the problem that it needs a lot of documents, because the method does not use any non co-referring nouns.
To avoid using an unreliable co-reference resolver, we can suppose the same noun lemmas without pronouns in the same document are coreferences. Pekar (2006) called the noun lemmas anchors and they supposed the similarity measure between syntactic positions. For example, there are two anchors: "Mary" and "house" in the sentences "Mary bought a house. The house belongs to Mary." They extract two groups: { buy(obj:X), belong(subj:X) } and {buy(subj:X), belong(to:X). } Nevertheless, this method also requires many documents because noun lemmas without anchors are not used for the calculation.
In this paper, we propose a more robust similarity measure between argument positions which does not depend on unreliable co-reference annotations by the resolver. and the accusative ( wo ) case of " (arrest)" (E 3 ). We will use these values as features of predicate-argument analysis in the experiments.
Selection-and-Classification Approach Considering Argument Type
In previous work, argument analysis was performed with common features regardless its argument type. However, these methods have difficulty in distinguishing the marginal cases where two candidates have different argument types because of the difference of quantity by argument types. Thus we propose the selection-and-classification approach for Japanese predicate argument structure analysis. This approach consists of two steps: the selection step and the classification step. This approach is inspired by two models. The first is the selection-and-classification model (Iida et al., 2005b) for noun phrase anaphora resolution. The model first selects a likely antecedent of the target (possibly) anaphoric expression. Second, the model classifies the target anaphoric ex- The second is the tournament model (Iida et al., 2003) for zero-anaphora resolution. For all the candidate antecedents (virtually all noun phrases appearing in preceding context), the model repeats two-class classification: which candidate in the pair of candidates is likely to be the antecedent for the zero-anaphora. The advantage of the tournament model is that the model can use pairwise features of candidates. Similarly, in the classification step of our approach we select an argument comparing most likely candidates of arguments of each argument type. of three binary classification models illustrated in Figure 1 . ". Finally, " " is selected as the argument by the classifier of (c).
Furthermore, though we tried different orders for 'Classification' step in the preliminary experiment, this order was the best.
Training Method of Classifiers for the 'Classification' Step
We train each binary classifier in the order of (a), (b), and (c). We create training examples of classifiers with two argument candidates and a predicate as shown in Tables 3 and 4 . The following arguments are used for training: (a) the correct argument and the most likely argument selected at the 'Selection' step (b) the correct argument and the most likely argument selected by (a) at the 'Classification' step (c) the correct argument and the most likely argument selected by (b) in the 'Classification' step For instance, φ in Example (1) Scores between an argument position and co-reference chain calculated with our proposed similarity Table 5 : Discourse context features used in the experiment we generate two training examples: One is an example of (b) with the label INTER, " ", and the most likely argument selected by (a) at 'Classification' step. The other one is an example of (c) with the label HAVE-ARG and " ".
Evaluation Setting of Predicate Argument Structure Analysis Exploiting Argument Position and Type
We evaluate our proposed selection-andclassification approach by comparing it with other models and the discourse context features shown in Table 5 by adding them to the baseline features at Japanese predicate argument structure analysis of nominative case. In the experiment, systems refer only nouns in co-reference chains which are intra-sentential arguments. In addition, we used human annotated data of co-reference and predicate-argument structure to make discourse context features. For SIM COREF and SIM CS, we used maximum, minimum and average scores of similarities.
Dataset for Similarity Calculation
We used two datasets for the calculation of similarities: the Newspapers (NEWS) and the Web texts (WEB).
NEWS:
We used about 21,000,000 sentences in Mainichi newspapers published from 1991 to 2003 (excluded 1995). We part-of-speech tagged the data with MeCab 0.98 3 and dependency structure parsed with CaboCha 0.60pre4 4 . Both taggers used the NAIST Japanese Dictionary 0.6.3 5 . We extracted 27,282,277 pairs of a predicate and an argument. 6 We also extracted 111,173,873,092 coreference chains to calculate SIM COREF with the anaphora resolver which is our reimplementation of (Iida et al., 2005a WEB: We used about 500,000,000 sentences which Kawahara and Kurohashi (2006) collected from the web. They are part-of-speech tagged with JUMAN 7 and dependency structure parsed with KNP 8 . We extracted 1,101,472,855 pairs of a predicate and an argument. 9
Training and Evaluation Dataset
We used NAIST Text Corpus 1.4β (Iida et al., 2007) for training and evaluation. It is based on Kyoto Text Corpus 3.0 10 and annotated with predicate-argument structure, event noun structure, and co-reference of nouns about 40,000 sentences of Japanese newspaper text. We excluded 11 articles due to annotation error. We conducted five-fold cross-validation. In the experiments, base phrases and dependency relations are acquired from the Kyoto Text Corpus 3.0 in the same way of related work.
A Model in the 'Selection' Step
In order to identify the most likely argument candidate of each INTRA D, INTRA Z, and INTER, we used the tournament model. We emphasize that our proposed approach can use any argument identification model to identify the most likely candidate of an argument.
Baseline Features and Classifier
As baseline features, we employed features proposed by Iida et al. (2005a Iida et al. ( , 2007a and Imamura et al. (2009) in addition to a novel one 'PRED DEP POS' shown in Table 6 .
We used Support Vector Machine (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) Table 6 : Baseline features of classifiers in the 'Selection' step and the 'Classification' step.
a linear kernel. We used the implementation of LIBLINEAR 1.7 11 with its default parameters.
Targets for Comparison of Predicate Argument Analysis Model
We evaluate our selection-and-classification approach by comparing our baseline model with two previous approaches TA and IM.
TA: Taira et al. (2008) 
BL:
This model has a single step in 'classification' step. In other words, 'selection' step in this model selects the most likely argument from all noun phrases preceding the predicate. Table 7 presents the result of the experiments. According to the bottom row in Table 7 , we achieved the state-of-the-art of Japanese predicate argument structure analysis by combining all discourse context features (+A+B+C+D+E).
Discussion
We investigate our result from five different standpoints.
Effect of the Selection-and-Classification Approach
We analyze the effect of our proposed selectionand-classification approach by comparing the first row of Table 7 : Comparison of predicate argument structure analysis of nominative case: P , R, and F 1 indicate Precision, Recall, and F-measure(β = 1), respectively.
Comparison between previous work
By comparing SC and TA, and SC+USED and IM 12 , the result of our proposed method is competitive or superior to others. Additionally, recall is higher in any type; therefore we consider there is still much room for improvement by replacing the argument identification model in the selectional step with other models.
Effect of Similarity Metrics
On comparing +A (CHAIN LENGTH), +B (USED), and +C (SIM COREF NEWS) or +D (SIM CS NEWS) in Table 7 , similarity-based features are superior or competitive to frequencybased feature.
(2) . . . The number of marriages increases 10,000 to 40,000 couples annually . . . . . .
. . .
The flu that has been going around and triggered . . . , For instance, the argument of " (be going around)" in Example (2) is " (flu)" of INTER and is not an argument of previous arguments. Though the topic changes between two sentences, A and B cannot take it into account this and output " (Marriages)" which is an argument of " (increase)" because the frequencybased feature is active. In contrast, C and D handle 12 We compare SC+USED and IM, because IM used the USED feature.
this because the similarity between the nominative case of " " and " " is low. On comparing +C (SIM COREF NEWS) and +D (SIM CS NEWS) in Table 7 , our proposed similarity metrics work better than the coreference-based metrics in INTRA D or INTRA Z by a large margin. This result shows the robustness of our metrics compared to the co-reference based similarity between argument positions.
Effect of In and Out-of-domain Data
On comparing +D (SIM CS NEWS) and +E (SIM CS WEB) in Table 7 respectively, the similarity measure using the newswire texts works better for INTRA D and one using the web texts works better for INTRA Z and INTER.
Additionally, the result of +D+E shows that combining proposed similarities calculated from different sources work complementary.
Ablation Features
Removing features one by one from ALL (Adding all of A to E), we inquire about features which have strong effect on ALL. Table 7 shows that the F-measures of INTRA D and INTRA Z fall by a large margin, by removing D and E respectively. Though the F-measure of INTER degrades by removing C, it makes little difference to other argument types. This shows it is our proposed similarity that mainly contributes to the improvement of the F-measure of the overall system.
Error Analysis
We analyze errors where our proposed similarity does not work well.
